FOR EVERLASTING MEMORIES

BARBECUE NIGHT • SPECIAL EVENTS • MARS EXHIBIT • POOL ACTIVITIES SIMULATORS • ROCKET LAUNCH • SPACE STATION MISSION • MARS DESIGN

summer fun
INTERNATIONAL SUMMER CAMP

(Ages 10-15)

Provides an Educational and Cultural Experience

Children participating in the International Galactic Summer Camp have the opportunity to share their culture and make new friends from different countries. Not only do trainees receive a unique educational experience, they also engage in several social activities such as the Special Events Night and the BBQ Party!

During the Space Station Simulation Mission, which is the highlight of the program, they improve on their problem solving, time management, and teamwork skills while they take part in the simulation of a space mission including all the real procedures for takeoff, the insertion of the shuttle into orbit, docking with the Space Station, the re-entry phase into the atmosphere, and finally, the landing. Campers also ride NASA-designed simulators while they train like an astronaut!